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tab.one
The tablet supporter
Safe mount thanks to the reliable construction
A robust mount, which keeps a tight hold of your tablet: the ANKER tab.one.
The tab.one makes it easy to integrate an iPad with 9,7“ or 10,2“ and the
Samsung A7 and S7 in your day-to-day life. The holding frame is made out
of high-quality metal and is suitable for advertisement and current offers,
as a mount for your cash register system or as a classical tablet bracket for
when you are cooking for instance. No matter where and when you decide to
use it - your tablet will always be well attached.

› Maximum stability
› Easy handling
› Ideal for the iPad 9,7“ and 10,2“ and the
		 Samsung A7 and S7
› High-quality material

Timeless design with a pinch of ANKER
The tab.one is available in three different colours: matte-anthracite, matte
white and glossy white. The angle provides the optimal legibility and turns
the tab.one into the ideal companion for flexible use. On the back there are
two bars, which fix the tablet. The nut screws lock the tablet stable. It is
also where you can find an elegant, small detail, which hints to the origin
of this construction: An incorporated silhouette of an anchor.
Unlimited applicable
For maximum functionality, the frame is constructed in a way that doesn‘t
intervene with the usage of the home button as well as the camera. Thanks to
its heavy base plate the tab.one stays steady. To improve security the tab.one
can be screwed on; therefor there are two holes in the base plate. This way
the tab.one fits into every situation and finds practical usage.

Anthracite tab.one with iPad

Dimensions
Tablet frame: 273,1 x 190 mm (B x H)
Base plate: 273,1 x 161,9 mm (B x H)
Colours
RAL 7021 black-grey/anthracite

Closure of the glossy white tab.one with ANKER detail

RAL 9016 matte white
RAL 9016 glossy white

Full support by ANKER
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